this note, we show that some problems related to the length of the longest simple path from a given vertex in a graph are NP-complete.
The interest these problems arises from the fact that if x(G) d enotes the chromatic number of G, then x(G) 2 1 + y. This generalizes the well-known result of Gallai, which states that x(G) < 1 + m(G), where m(G) denotes the length of a longest path in G [l] . In addition, the minimum degree d of the graph is related to paths of length d in the graph.
Indeed, if the graph G has minimum degree d then for every vertex v E V, there is a path of length d starting at v.
To prove this assertion, assume that W,ZU E V, v # w and let w --'ul be the longest path starting at vertex w. Now suppose the contrary, the length of this path is less than d. Consider the vertex w. If it is adjacent only to vertices on the path v ---u! then its degree is less than d and it is a contradiction.
Opposite, if the vertex w has also some neighbor not on the path 2r--71: then the contradiction comes immediately from the fact that v --w is the longest path starting at 21.
Next,, we show that all the above-stated problems are A@-complete.
Results for related problems are given in [a]. 
Longest Path
We give proofs for the corresponding decision problems, assuming that Ic is a positive integer and using the fact that the Hamiltonian path (HP) problem is N'P-complete [3] . THEOREM 1. All the above-mentioned Problems 1-3 are NP-hard, and the corresponding decision problems are NP-complete. PROOF. PART 1. We first show that checking if p(v) > Ic is an NP-complete problem.
We use a reduction from the (HP) problem.
Clearly, the problem is in NP. To see that the problem is NP-complete, we carry out the following reduction. Let {G = (V,E), VA, wg} be an instance of the (HP) problem, where uA, 7~ug E V and we have to determine if there is a Hamiltonian path from VA to VB. We now construct the graph G' as follows. Define G' = (VU{WA~,~~,}, EU{(WA, VA'), (?JB,uB')}). It is easy to see that p(uA') > IT/I + 1 iff G has a Hamiltonian path from WA to wg.
PART 2. Consider now the problem of proving if r = max(,Ev) p(w) > k. Again, the problem is clearly in NT. All that we have to do is to guess a path and verifying that the path is simple and has length at least k can be done in polynomial time. To prove that the problem is NP-complete, we carry out the same reduction as before. Let {G = (V, E), WA, UB} be an instance of the (HP) problem, where 'uA,v~ E V and we have to determine if there is a Hamiltonian path from WA iff there is a Hamiltonian path in G from WA to WUg. One can see that if G has a Hamiltonian path from VA to UB, then G' has a Hamiltonian circuit and thus y 2 IV/ + 2. If G does not have a Hamiltonian path from WA to UB, notice that the length of the longest path from any of the vertices WL, WA{, or WR in G' can be at most IV1 + 1. This completes the proof. I
Graph Coloring
Here we state some questions about the longest path problem related to graph coloring. Let x(G) be the chromatic number of graph G = (V, E). Is there a coloring of G, using x(G) colors, such that for a given vertex w E V there exists a path starting at w which represents all x(G) colors? THEOREM 2. Let x(G) be the chromatic number of graph G = (V, E). To decide whether G is colorable with x(G) colors in such a way that for a given vertex w E V there is a path starting at u representing all x(G) colors is an NP-complete problem.
PROOF. Suppose that graph G = (V, E) h as cardinality of the vertex set /VI = n. Let vertex w E V be the vertex from which the required path should exist. To show that the problem belongs to NP is trivial.
For any path in G, we can check in polynomial time if it contains all x(G) colors or no. To see that the problem is NP-complete we will do the following reduction. LetG'=(V',E')suchthatV'=VUV"andE'=EUE"whereV"={2L1,U2,...,U,}andE" contains all ( z) edges between vertices ~1, ~2, . , u,. The graph K, = (V", E") is a complete graph on n vertices. As the chromatic number x(K,) = n, we can easily color the graph G' using n colors in such a way that each vertex of graph G has different color. Now it is easy to see that a path starting at vertex v represents all x(G') colors iff graph G contains a Hamiltonian path starting at 21. I PROBLEM.
Let x(G) be the chromatic number of graph G = (V,E) [4-81. Suppose that G is properly colored with x(G) colors and we fix this coloring. Let 'u be a vertex of G. Is there a path starting at 'u which represents all x(G) colors?
